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Useful Additions
Of Shade Trees
Aid Botanists

Gospel Groups
Responding to
Service Calls

LOCAL SCIENCE
PROFESSORS
ARE ELECTED MEMBERS
FERA WORKERS TRANSPLANT MANY CALLS ARE RECEIVED
OF ACADEMY
SAPLINGS FROM FARM OF
ASKING FOR STUDENTS TO
PROF, CONNELLY
AID IN MEETINGS
Three members of Taylor's sci

ence department attended the fifti
eth anniversary meeting of the In
diana Academy of Science in Indian
apolis on Friday, the sixteenth. Miss
Draper, Dr. Tinkle, Dr. G. Harlowe
Evans, and his wife, spent the day
at the convention, of which Butler
University was the host.
The most important feature of the
morning was the sectional meetings
which gathered under the headings
of individual branches of science.
Miss Draper attended the Physics
and Mathematics meetings, Dr. Tin
kle, Botany and Zoology meetings,
and Dr. Evans, Chemistry and Bac
teriology meetings. Papers were read
by graduate students and professors
concerning their research work. Miss
Draper described interesting re
ports on acoustics by Purdue scient
ists. They found that by X-raying
old musical instruments that many
flaws- and patches could be discov
ered.
The convention was well attended,
due in part perhaps to the celebra
tion of the academy of their fiftieth
anniversary.
The history of the
group was discussed in a paper at
one of the group sessions showing
the important activities of the or
ganization fifty years ago. Dr. Dav
id Starr Jordon, noted zoologist and
one time president of Indiana Uni
versity and later of Stanford Uni
versity, was the founder of the or
ganization which traces some of its
accomplishments to securing Indi
ana State bird laws, assistance in
the formation of the Audubon socie
ties, a part in securing the Indiana
State Department of Conservation,
and some assistance in establishing
the Indiana State Library.
One of the interesting messages of
the convention was brought by the
Indiana State Entomologist who des
cribed the effective work of the de
partment through the FERA of ex
terminating mosquitos through the
draining of swamps and the elimina
tion of mosquito breeding places.
The Founder's Dinner, at which
ten of the charter members were
present, was held in the evening at
which time members of the group re
lated many interesting incidents of
organization history.
Miss Draper, Dr. Tinkle and Dr.
Evans were elected as members of
the academy and have received from
the organization their certificates of
membership.

Thanksgiving Is
Theme of Vespers
At the regular hour for Vespers
on Sunday night, Mrs. Howard, our
beloved Christian friend and wife
of our Dean, led a very inspiring
prayer and praise service. The spir
it of Thanksgiving was upon all,
with the singing of "Come, Ye
Thankful People, Come," and "My
Country, 'Tis of Thee,' followed by
prayer by Professor Fenstermacher.
Miss Botliwell played "Home, Sweet
Home" very softly on the organ, af
ter which Miss Mabel Frey led in
prayer to the Throne. Following
this, a chorus of young men, under
the direction of Professor Kreiner,
rendered well "A Prayer of Thanks
giving." Mrs. Ploward spoke for a
few minutes on praising the Lord as
well as loving Him, obeying Himand giving to Him. She mentioned
how the psalmists were constantly
thankful and singing praises to the
Lord, and she quoted from the Bi
ble. "The joy of the Lord is your
strength." The time of praising,
after this, blessed and inspired ev
eryone.

-

FINAL EXAMS ARE
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
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Faculty Artists
Present Recital
Layman Group
Of North Indiana
Meet at Taylor

SPEECH, VOICE, AND MUSIC PRO
FESSORS UNITE EFFORTS IN
EXCELLENT PROGRAM

A number of new trees have been
In answer to the call for Gospel
given to the school by Dr. Connelly. ! teams during the past two or three
Taylor University presented three
During the last few weeks the weeks- a number of groups from
of her prefessors in an artist recital,
FERA workers planted twenty-two Taylor have gone out to witness for
in Shreiner Auditorium, on Saturday
saplings of different varieties.
Christ. With many church groups
Dr. Connelly owns a woodlot five engaged in evangelistic attempts at DR. KING HEADS LAYMEN IN evening of November twenty-fourth.
Miss Theodora Botliwell, porfessor
RETREAT MEETING OF M.
miles from the campus, in which this time, calls are coming from far (
in piano and organ, Mr. Raymond
many species of trees have been lo j and near for Taylor Gospel teams
E. CONFERENCE
F. Kreiner, tenor, professor in voice,
cated. As many species as possible to help in song, testimony, and per
represented the Music School; and
will be moved to Taylor, and will sonal work. Last Sunday the var
Taylor was host on the 17th and Mr. W. C. Dennis, professor in
form a useful addition to the beauty sity quartet, composed of Robert 18 th of this month to a rather se
speech, represented the Speech De
of the campus. For the benefit of Dennis, Robert Titus, Perry Haines, lected group of laymen of the North
partment. These artists were en
the botany classes, it is planned that and Lauren York, were at First M. Indiana Conference of the Methodist
thusiastically and appreciatively re
all trees native to this section of In E. church in Anderson for the clos-j church. This group of laymen, some
ceived by a full house, being en
diana will soon be found here.
ing services of the Comradeship1 thirty-two in number, met in closed cored several times.
The FERA boys have carted dirt week of the Epworth Leagues. They j session with the chief purpose in
Taylor University has long been
from Dr. Connelly's farm in order sang at the morning service and in mind of creating closer fellowship, known for her efficient School of
to provide the new arboreal resi the evening conducted a Gospel team among the laymen of the church and Music, under the direction of Pro
dents with proper conditions for a meeting. Other engagements for fu promoting thought concerning church fessor Botliwell.
It has been a
healthy growth.
Dr. Tinkle is ture dates have been made, and calls and world problems of the day. It method of advertising the school by
pleased with the cooperation they arc constantly coming in asking for is the aim of this group to hold sim- means of the many students who
have shown in handling each speci the help of tlqs talen'ted grbup. ! ilar conferences in the communities have studied in the music depart
men and believes that all of the trees Tentative plans are under way for represented by the group who met ment. In no small way did Miss
will survive.
the quartet to go to Buffalo during together here recently. Plans were Botliwell exemplify her qualifica
laved for two such conferences to tions as head of the Music School.
Miss Draper, physics professor, the holidays.
Other groups have been busy far be held before the holidays, one at Having received her Mus. M. from
has given several young elms which
will soon be moved, and Mrs. Shil and near. The past two Sundays Daleville and the other at Fort Syracuse University, she has been
Wayne. The entire scheme is un respected for the valuable asset that
ling, a local resident, donated two
(Continued on page 3, col. 4)
der the direction of Dr. O. W. King, she has been to Taylor. Responding
Norway spruces.
president of the Layman's Associa as one in spirit, the audience of
The varieties which have been India Missionery
tion, and a member of the William Saturday evening sat in silence, en
transplanted so far include the fol
Addresses Students Taylor Foundation.
raptured by the music of the piano
lowing: mullberry, wild cherry, lin
This was the second of the con and organ. Many of Miss Bothden, beech, paw-paw, ironwood, blue
ferences, the first being held at Lake well's pupils and earnest admirers
beech, Kentucky coffee nut, buckeye,
Taylor was privileged to have as Webster during the last of August. have long desired to see her appear
red haw, black haw, white Viburnum,
wahoo, and dogwood. The dogwood a guest for several days Miss Mar- Dr. Gilbert S. Cox, pastor of the in concert program, and their high
trees, are excellent specimens. s»v« jorie Dimmitt, a professor in the Is first Methodist Church at South est expectations were fulfilled. Her
Dr. Tinkle. Red bud and sassafras abella Thoburn College for women Bend, served as chairman of both of poise and self-control put her listen
have been located also, and some ash in Lucknow University, Lucknow, these conferences. To him goes con ers at perfect ease. Complete mas
trees were found in the college India. Miss Dimmitt, who is now siderable credit for the success of tery of technique was exemplified
woods. Several large populars have home on furlough, has been repre the movement. The conference here by her keyboard work at the piano'
been removed to make room for the senting the Women's Foreign Mis centered around four sessions, the and difficult pedal cadenzas were the
sionary Society in the various col first session opened the conference admirable feat of her organ presenta
newcomers.
with a remarkable turn-out on Sat tion.
The campus collection already leges of the country.
The Friday night of her stay, urday afternoon. The other sessionss
In voice, Taylor is proud to be
contains a large number of species.
Miss Dimmitt with Taylor's five were held Saturday evening, Sunday represented by a new personage in
students from India gave an inter morning, and the last session on her midst, Professor Kreiner, who
esting, instructive and amusing pro Sunday afternoon.
has already established his estim
gram in recreation hall for the
All Thalos Enjoy
able reputation, having received his
amusement of the student body.
B. Mus. from Cornell College at
Term's Last Meeting Thejr depicted various phases of na Philo Programs
Mount Vernon, Iowa.
Appearing
tive Indian life. The program was
entirely self-composed, Professor
PROGRAM OF SHORT PIECES opened by a Guyarati song by Flor
Draw Out Talent Kreiner's tenor voice stilled his au
ence Taylor. Following this by a
PROVIDES ENTERTAINMENT
dience to a restful hush. By the
series of impersonations, Kennie REV. FOX IS GUEST SPEAKER AT variety comprising the several num
AT CLOSED MEETING
Lynn pictured an Indian wallah or
bers rendered, he exhibited confident
ARMISTICE PROGRAM; "IL
control of his voice.
This last meeting of the fall term, known to us as one of our 'peanut,
ADVERTISO" GIVEN
held Nov. 24, 1934, proved to be one popcorn'' men. John Branch was
(Continued on page 3, col. 5)
of the most entertaining. It prog realistic as a native beggar. Gor
The Philalethean Literary Society
don Herrmann vividly portrayed a
ressed by inspiration.
now has its program for the year
Marion Phillips, dresed as a prom snake charmer, while Miss Esta well under way.
Holding forth
ising young lad, and Dorothy Weav Herrmann and Miss Florence Tay from Spiers Hall, the Philos have
er, with sweet girlishness, sang "Just lor portrayed an Indian nurse maid recently enjoyed two closed meet
Sympathy."
Appropriate actions j with a child. Miss Dimmitt climaxed ings of literary interest.
and pleasing voices combined to the interesting program with a vivid
Two weeks ago, the theme was
The three weeks of revival servi
an realistc hiking story centered in
make an entertaining number.
"Armistice." Responses to roll call ces now in progress at the Upland
"Rain," a vocal solo, was sung by the mountains of Tibet.
were given by answering "to arms" M. E. church will close next Sun
Mildred Huber and accompanied
and "peace." It was an unusual day night, December 2. Revival at
very capably by Mrs. Allee.
privilege to have Rev. Fox as a tendance and interest has been good.
Local Pastor Brings
Ted Engstrom played a trumpet
speaker, giving first-hand
informa Rev. Fox, the pastor, is bringing
Chapel Hour Message tion of his experiences in the World real
solo using as his selection the fav
revival messages, and souls are
orite, "My Little Gypsy Sweet
War. Also, the society was glad to being touched and moved to repen
heart.'
The student body was priviledged have one of Taylor's own professors, tance by the claims of Jesus Christ
By this time everyone felt like
to have the local pastor, Rev. J. W. Coach Cornwell, to give his reac upon their lives. On Tuesday, Wed
singing praises to the Thalos. Led
Fox, as the chapel speaker. Accom tions upon the War and motives for nesday, Thursday afternoons at 2
by Charles Cookingham the members
panying Rev. Fox were Rev. and peace. The meeting was closed by o'clock, informal meetings of prayer
joined in to sing the good old Thalo
Mrs. Lee C. Fisher, who are assist a presentation of an actual picture and testimony are conducted by the
song.
ing Rev. Fox in the "Spiritual Re of war from behind the scenes bv pastor in preparation for the even
Crosby DeWolf in his unique way,
covery Campaign." Rev. Fisher led Messrs. Fowler, Haines, and Steph ing hour.
read "Georga da Wash."
Singing and special music are un
the group in the singing of a number enson.
During the rest of the meeting
In closed session last Saturday, der the direction of Lee C. Fisher,
of old hymns. Rev. and Mrs. Fish
various talking contests were held
er sang a duet, "The Meeting in the the rise and production of the oper Gospel singer, musician, and song
to the amusement of the group. Gor
etta was discussed.
Two Philos, writer, who assisted in the meetings
Air.''
don Herrmann took Paul Yingling's
His wife, Mrs. Fisher,
Rev. Fox based his helpful mes Miss Dorothy Smith and Mr. Paul last year.
breath away by rapidly firing ques
Stephenson, spoke respectively upon is here and lends inspiration in duet
sage on the fragment of verse:
tions in a low monotone voice. Miss
the subjects: "Special Characteris numbers with her husband.
Rev.
Taylor and Miss Lois Coby next had Great Captain of my soul, lead on! tics and Features of the Operetta," Fisher is also in charge of the chil
the floor.
Amidst much laughter, I follow Thee, come dark, come and "Origin of the Operetta." dren's meetings every Tuesday and
Miss Coby emerged the victor. Mr. 1
dawn.
Under the direction of Edith Char- Friday evening at G:45, and Sunday
Steele and Mr. McClelland were Only vouchsafe three things, I crave; bonnier, the opperetta, "II Adverti- evening at 6 :.30. Some college stu
next to be drafted. When the time , When dangers lurk, help me be so," was presented. Those taking dents are attending these meetings,
was up, the audince at least knew 1
brave,
part were Misses Benedict, Dorothy a part of the Win-A-Friend cam
that Mr. Steele didn't care to buy a i When righteous ones can scarce en Porter, Duekwall, and Knight; and paign of the young people, and from
duck.
dure
Messrs. Weaver, Titus, Patton, and fifty to seventy-five young people
The Thalos, after having enjoyed The siren's call, help me be pure.
Helm.
attend every meeting. These young
themselves to the utmost, were dis When vows grow dim, and men dare
The Philos are now considering people stay for the revival services,
missed by Miss Lockridge with
do
plans for the Christmas Season, and part of them forming the young peo
words of hope for a promising win What once they scorned, help me be hope to sponsor many interesting ple's choir under the direction of
ter term.
true.
projects throughout the year.
Mr. Fisher.

Fisher Assisting
Revival Services
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unto ourselves. Yet if pleased God that this mighty
Apostle of the cross should have a vital union with His
Charter Member National Scholastic Press Association
j Son in possessing in a relative degree the mind of His
; Son.
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
The mind of Christ recognizes the standards for true
Robert
B.
Weaver
Editor-in-Chief
. ._
Crosby DeWolfe living which God has erected and which Fie expects man
Managing Editor
j to follow. This mind of Christ could not be such a
Charles Cookingham
Robert Jacobs
mind were it not for the fact that the Son of God so
Evelyn Kendall
News Editor
perfectly and vividly portrayed it in His unfaltering de
Marjorie White
votion to the will of His Father. Jesus humbled FlimCrystal Lockridge
Betty Lee Peck
Alumni Editor
self to the death of the cross. Jesus' mind was not pos
Margaret Trefz
Ethel York
sessed of malace and envv but was imbued with a great
Crosby DeWolfe
love for lost and undone man. Jesus was obedient to
Sports Editor
Staff Reporters
the foreordained will of His Father that He suffer and
die. Jesus' mind was sacrificial, and, recognizing the
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
Herbert Ayres mortal need of man apart from God, did not disdain
Business Manager
Perry Haines the sacrifice of the cross but became obedient to the plan
Advertising Manager
of God, suffered, died, and is set down at the right hand
Olive Severn
Cecil Hamann
of God in glory.
Cir. Mgr.
Edith Lewis
Such a mind as the mind of Christ is the rightful
Garfield Steedman
heritage
of every born-again one; it is our duty to ap
Secretaries
Asst. Cir. Mgr.
propriate that which God has placed before us. Only
as we take unto ourselves the gifts of God will we be
Published weekly during the school year by the1 Taylor
University ECHO Co., students of Taylor University, Up satisfied. Apart from the complete possession of the
mind of Christ in our every day lives, we will not have
land, Indiana.
Entered as second class matter, October 15, 1913, at peace and continual victory in the service of our Christ,
the Upland Post Office, Upland, Indiana, under Act of but, consigning all to Him, we find in Him that long
March 3, 1879.
sought rest.
—Wistar Hodge
Subscription price, $2.00 per annum.
THE MENDICANTS
Beneath the hot noontide's bright glistening rav
I saw an unusual pair on my way;
Two freshmen in sorrowful raiment attired
As if beggars they'd be or at least so aspired.
'Hie one bore a hat that hung low on his head
And large colored specks though hi seyes were not
dead;
He was harping away on the pitiful lay
"My fither and mitlier were Irish" they sav.

The alumni of Taylor are busy Michaelis- '32, has a position in Lan
people. It is a delight to hear of sing, Michigan. Cecelia Learn, also
the various tasks that they are ad- of '32 is engaged in evangelistic serministeting so admirably. Alumni, j vices in Pennsylvania. Paul Bickwe are proud of you and we want sler, 31, is assistant superintendent
to continue to hear of your mani-(of Mizpah Faith home for orphans
fold accomplishments toward mak- and friendless children at I'redering this a better world in which to icksburg, Pennsylvania. Mrs. Bicklive.
I sler, formerly Florence Hazelton,
It is a pleasure to read the class was also a member of the class of
letters as they come in and we shall '31. He states that they plan to
endeavor to pass on some of their send their little son to Taylor at a
news. Doris Blodgett of the class later date.
of '25 was recently married to
We have heard much concerning
Frank Elerick and they are at home the activities of the class of '34. But
in Roekford, Michigan. Elma Bu since the class letter arrived just a
chanan, of the class of '27 completed few days ago, we shall add some
her nurses training at Delaware, new developments.
Alice Lovin
Ohio, September 15, and now she writes that her next adventure will
plans to go to Chicago for her post be in the hospital for a goitre opera
graduate work.
tion, sometime soon. Walter Martin
Clara French, '26, is at Rulison plans to spend the winter at his
High School- Kiukiang, Kiangsi, home. He plans to take voice lesChina. She writes the following i sons and also sing in the Grantham
concerning a memorial to David Chorale Society. He also plans to
Clench: "I believed a little memorial take two courses in piano; one in
would do much for the winning of sacred music, the other in secular;
souls and Mission work. Soon after the first will be by correspondence
I came to the field a most devoted and the latter will be taken at Harand consecrated missionary died. risburg. Park Anderson writes that
While our Dr. Perkins was here he is in a hard battle in South Da
on a furlough and visiting her par kota. Athalia Koch spent about six
ents he became so thrilled with her weeks at New Castle, Pennsylvania,
past and things she was doing in the) this summer and plans to spend the
field which no one in the mission winter at her home in Wisconsin,
knew of, that he could not resist Roberta Bennett writes that since
writing it up. It contained many she has nothing to do that she is
of her letters home and has been going back to high school and takingmore of an inspiration to me than typing. Herbert Boyd has been
anything that 1 have read this year, working most of the summer at a
It has taken me to my knees and coal bank as weighmaster and cashcaused me to study the language ier and he states that prospects look
more diligently and has given me a good for a steady job during the
real desire to serve these people." winter. He also expects to studv
May God bless this dear woman and the course for admisison on trial in
servant of God, Helen Nickel, also .the Erie Conference.
Helen Gilof the class of '26, is at Janjgir. S. j more is attending school at SouthP., India, he writes: "I am con-j western this year. Harold Martin
cerned more than ever to be wholly entered the Graduate School at the
committed to Him. It was a pleas-j University of Pennsylvania to take
ant surprise and my good fortune a year's work for his Master of Arts
to meet McLaughlins and their little degree. Ilene Niebel entered Nursdaughter at Ootacumund. Those of es Training in Buffalo, New York,
you at the home base who support • October 1.
Isadora Deich is in
mission enterprises in spite of per- j Nurses Training at the Methodist
sonal hardships and much criticism Hospital in Indianapolis.
Mina
which you hear of mission methods,1 Herman is science instructor in the
are carrying more than half of the Missouri Baptist Hospital, St. Louis,
load. May the Lord graciously bless Missouri. ()1 lie Drake is attending
us not to grow weary in well-doing."|the Boston University School of
It is a very great inspiration to us j Theology at Boston, Massachusetts,
to learn of the work of our devoted j and is rooming with Fred Vosburg
friends in other lands and our pray-1 of tire class of '33. Percival Weschc
ers are united with theirs in the at- is pastor of a little Nazarene church
tempt of advancing God's great j at Nebo, 111.
William Schermerkingdom on the earth.
j horn was back to Tayor last week
Still we receive news from other land played the organ for the Initial
alumni before we close with somejThalo program. Emmie Gayden is
news from the class letter of .34. 'an assistant at the Hope Gospel MisVirginia Summers, '28, spent the jsion, a home for girls, in Cincinnati,
summer in England and stated that Ohio. We are happy to hear that
in her visit to London St. Paul's the class of '34 is busy. Now we
Cathedral and the Tower of London close and look forward to additional
were among the high spots. Ida'news.

THANKSGIVING
His helpmate and spokesman less threadbare indeed
Could still hardly be judged to have any less need,
Our Puritan fathers were thankful largely for the ma
terial blessings which they had received; blessings, I or the soles of his shoes were so nearly worn out
He could tell heads or tail of a dime without doubt.
which to us would exhaust the necessities of life, yet to
them were the tokens of love. Since that meeting in the
Fall of 1621, when the colonial group gathered to re His worthless old hat he held firmly in hand
Filled with gute Bleistifte and such contraband;
joice, the spirit of thanksgiving has been prevalent. So
prevalent was the idea that it continued until 1863, \\ Iiich benevolent people would trade double worth
Just to add to the sport and to add to the mirth.
when President Lincoln proclaimed that the last Thurs
day in November should be set aside each year as a
special "Thanksgiving Day." Once more, the president Across their bold chests as if both men were dumb
Were written the words, "Lend the needy a sum;
of the United States decreed that the nation should
pause for a day with a thanksgiving spirit in her breast. For we need you support the stiff rules to obey
Which' the Juniors have foisted on our helpless
Truly, it is proper that the chief-executive of our land
clay."
should proclaim such a day, for in the hurry and scurry
of our fast moving age we are prone to forget our sense
of appreciation. As a nation we have a great deal for Pray what are those rules that produce this sad plight
For the Juniors are said to do everything right?
which to be thankful. We can and should be apprecia
tive of the sacrifices made by our Puritan fathers and Their committee's decrees are as wise and just, sir
As the laws of the Medes and the Persians once
later by those stalwart Americans who were willing to
go to arms in defense of their convictions.
Yesterday marked another Thanksgiving, and from
testimonial evidence, especially that in Vespers last Then Paul Yingling began in a voice soft and sweet
To patiently all of the rulings repeat
Sunday evening, there has been greater spiritual mean
ing upon this day than ever before. The spirit of How the rich and the poor, the small and the great
Should his class here at Taylor this week celebrate.
thanksgiving, seems to extend into the material realm
even as into the spiritual. Throughout the fall term,
there lias come that repeated expression of appreciation "The freshmen their caps and green bibs must display;
The sophs in bright red coats be decked out so gay;
for the wonderful privileges and comforts of our school
life. It is well that we do pause occasionally and re The Juniors the keys to success shall possess;
While the Seniors bear cane to relieve their dis
count to ourselves the blessings that are ours. In so
tress."
doing, a sense of awe and reverence is again instilled
within the heart toward the One from whom all bless-'
So the mendicants pleaded from morn's- early light
ings come.
1 ill the sun in the west sank down into night
And though donors were few and far scattered between
THE MIND OF CHRIST
They at least had enough for their caps white and
Paul was possessed of a mind which was continually
green.
set on the fulfillment of the task which stretched before
him. His purpose did not deviate. For him, the life
God bless fair Dick Hailey, the boy lank and lean,
in the flesh was to be lived to the glory of God. And
And noble Bob Haines with his serious mien.
the source of his peculiar strength in this direction was
If there's a will there's a way, our Philosophers say
to be found in the fact that Paul was completely owned
And many great men get their start just that way.
and possessed of the mind of Christ. Having travelled
the same path that all flesh must taverse he met with the
same experiences and must have' felt the same pangs of
defeat when lie knew he had failed the One who had
called him on the Damascene way. The Apostle has re
corded for future generations the record of his struggle
and the way of escape which he found that God had pro
vided.
Paul had learned with profound appreciation that "the
DO YOU KNOW HIM?
mind of the flesh is death . . . because the mind of the
I can not wear the old suit
flesh is enmity against God; for it is not subject to the
I wore long years ago;
Ever get a letter from the dean,
law of God, neither indeed can it be." In his life, the
Its shinny at the shoulders,
Reminding you of being mean?
pursuit of fleshly ends led to the brink of complete dam
My knees and elbows show.
Ever go to see him, heavy hearted?
nation. Under the domination and overpowering influ
But on investigation I
Bet you liked him better, ere you
ence of this principle, Paul "carried death in his bos
Discover this is true:
parted.
om.
His tenor of life was constantly opposed to all
I can not wear the old suit,
moral and spiritual goodness which would commend him
Nor can 1 buy a new.
Ever have him slvly wink an eye
in the sight of God; the way he trod led him in a widely
When your burdens almost made
diverging path from the way of God. Mastered by
The best ten years of a woman's life are between 28
you sigh ?
fleshly desires and led by a depraved will, Paul was in and 30.
Ever have his bashing smile to cheer
a state of constant enmity against God. Even subse
you,
quent to his supernatural conversion, he at times fell
The ideal marriage is when a man finds a beautiful When it seemed the Savior wasn't
under the dominion of the principle existent in him that girl and a good housewife, says a philosopher. We
even near you ?
irrevocably opposed God. But He who had called him, thought that was bigamy.
also provided a way of egress for him. Paul could at
Dandy fellow, once you know him,
last raise a shout of triumph at the marvelous manner
Modern music takes the rest out of restaurant and No new pranks that you can show
of extradition from the power of this carnal principle puts the din in dinner.
him,
which the Spirit wrought within him. For Paul pos
No base tricks he hasn't seensessed the mind of Christ.
The girl who marries a man with money to burn us This "reg'lar guy," the college dean!
Not only did Paul possess the Spirit of God but in ually makes a good match.
—Anon
having the Spirit of God he also had the mind of Christ.
His condition was not one of continual spiritual fluctu
Why is it that they speak of a doctor "practicing"?
A scientiest, after discovering that
ation, but one of constant triumph after he had learned
cheerful people resist disease better
the precious secret of the mind of Christ. And mark
A train is a nicotine fiend:
It smokes a lot and also than the glum ones, remarked, "The
you well that Paul was a man possessed of passions like choos.
surly bird catches the germ.''

:: STAR DOST::

Many people say, "We've had this
car for years and never had a
wreck, when in reality they mean.
M e ve had this wreck for years and
never had a car."
German is not so much a lan
guage as a gargle.
Special pains given to beginners,"
is a statement in an ad of a music
teacher. Few advertisers are that
frank.
Some of us never do have anv
luck. Now, in our boyhood, for in
stance, there never was a scarcity of
teachers.
I here must be love making in the
next world. We often hear of ar
dent spirits.
Poo many convicts are working
their way out of prison.
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Renaissance Art
Mid-Week Service
Student Groups
Prof. Bothwell Leads Local Evangelist
Presented by Prof.
Led by Dr. Oborn Choose Officers
Unique Hymn Service Gives Inspiring
In History Club In the mid-week hour of prayer | For Winter Term A most distinctive and instructive
Chapel Message

and meditation last Thursday, Dr. j
i service is the chapel hymn program
DR. CHARBONNIER HAS FINE i Oborn spoke upon the eight Chris
TITUS WILL HEAD
the Prof. Bothwell occasionally pre- REV. J. ORR POWELL STRESSES
COLLECTION OF ORIGINAL
VOLUNTEER GROUP
tian graces, basing his remarks on
BIBLE AS BOOK OF
jsents. Taylor University considers
PAINTINGS
the first
chapter of Second Peter.
THE HOUR
: it an unusual privilege to have a proClearly and definitely he applied
Robert Titus was chosen to head j fessor on its staff who is capable of
Dr. James Cliarbonnier gave a these in a practical manner to the the Volunteer Band for the winter j bringing before the student body
Rev. J. Orr Powell, a local evanvery interesting lecture on the sub life of the Christian believer.
term Monday evening, November 19, j these unique, yet inspiring, messages, gelist, brought an instructive and inject of "Renaissance Paintings." He
After defining grace as any excel when the group met in the last reg taken from the gems of hymn-writ- teresting message at the Wednesday
displayed a very fine collection of lence or quality, Dr. Oborn said that ular session of the fall term. Other ers from all ages. To every student morning Chapel hour, "The Bibleoriginal paintings by the most fam these graces are open to all by be officers elected were vice-president, of Taylor, Miss Bothwell will be re tile Book of the Hour," as the sub
ous painters of the Renaissance per ing an achievement and not an en Betty Lee Peck; secretary, Grace membered for this contribution.
ject of Rev. Powell's message. "It
iod.
It was very enlightening to dowment.
However, their attain- I Hall; treasurer, Cecil Hamann; piaRecenty, in the regular chapel is the Book," stated the speaker,
learn the different interpretations ment requires diligence.
Those! nist, Frances Peck; and sponsor hour, a program of hymns, emanat- j "that we need more than anything
that the various painters made of the things in life which are most worth j Mrs. Cottiugham.
ing from the prison cell, was en- else in this changing hour.
Tinsame historical character.
The while require the greatest effort.
Following the election, Margaret i poyed. In her accustomed manner Word of God stands as an anchor.
painters also had to be in a certain So it is in the Christian life.
Trefz gave a report of the Indiana of calmness and poise, Miss Both- !
Rev. Powell based his remarks
mood, usually, to work on a particu
Faith, the speaker mentioned, is i Student Volunteer program commit well sat at the organ console and ex- upon three outstanding promises:
lar theme in a painting, otherwise the first of these graces and is the j tee meeting which was held at An- plained the origin of these hymns first,
Matt. 16:18—"I will build mv
they could not do their best work. I foundation of all Christian living, derson on November 10, to discuss and the influence they have had on Church"; second, John 16:7 — "I
It is manifested in the practical! and make preliminary arrangements the thousands who have and are sing- will send Him unto you"; third,
Discusses Renaissance
Dr. Cliarbonnier made some very affairs of everyday life. "On no I for the Indiana Student Volunteer ing them. With this knoweldge and John 14:3—"I will come again."
"The Church is not failing," said
definite and informative statements other basis," Dr. Oborn said, "have i Convention to be held at Taylor on appreciation- the student assembly
was better enabled to sing the songs the speaker; "Christianity, which
concerning the Renaissance, stating 1 found belief in the Christian life j February 16, 1935.
with a depth of meaning and heart-[ could not stand the searchlight of
MILLER
ELECTED
that for Protestantism, the Renais than by faith in God." Once faith
felt purpose. We shall look for- (rod s love,'the ray of the Holy SpirBY PRAYER BAND
sance should be a field of investiga is attained, one needs virtue, invol- j
ward
again to such a service.
it, is falling off, hut the Church is
tion, dear to our hearts because it ving courage and manliness. One
Officers for the winter term were
not failing. These are hopeful days
prepared the way for the Reforma must launch out on his faith and j eleeted at the regular meeting of the
for the Church."
tion.
The Renaissance has been make it immediately active. In do Prayer Band on Tuesday night,No
"The second promise, 'I will send
styled as a great movement during ing this knowledge, the third grace, vember 20. The group chose Mr.
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
_
MjUer
Him, the Holy Spirit, unto you', is
the fifeentth
and sixteenth centuries is needed to give guidance and direc- j
when there was a recalling of learn tion. Fanaticism often results with | tion as President, Mr. Cecil Ham students have ministered at Rev. a promise to the Church that He
ing which was exhumed from the out it.
ann, vice-president, Mr. Chester Mil- Harvey Brown's church at Point will sanctify and give it power."
Dr. Oborn gave truth as the •j ler, chorister, and Miss I.ouise Cline, Isabelle. Those assisting were Peter
Then, "1 will come again." The
past. The great classics were re
vived and they invited people to | fourth grace. A Christian should pianist. After the business meeting Pascoe, Charles Cookingham, Carl speaker stated that we are not throw
think of life as something beautiful not be afraid to put his faith to a the group enjoyed rich fellowship. Reppert, Milton Persons, Mildred ing out challenges to the world to
If something is true it is
day. Ours is an apologetic min
Huber, and Dorothy Smith.
The Renaissance is also notable be test.
Last week end, Wayne Alice, istry" he continued, "and it should
cause it was a period of great con bound to previa!. The world order
Stanly Way, Jack Miller, and Peter not he so. A world is in the makingtributions nn the way of inventions is an example of existing truth. Only
Pascoe assisted the pastor of the today. May you not have a little
and discoveries. It has given to the as one bases his faith on real truth
part in the molding and setting up
Methodist church in Fountain.
world the means of expressing high can one expect to stand.
Stresses Self-Control
of
standards for this world? T will
Dr.
Cliarbonnier
is
giving
from
A Gospel team composed of Mssrs.
ideals through music, painting, ar
Self-control, continued the speaker, time to time a series of lectures on Roy Ballard, Clayton Steele, Ted come again, said Jesus, 'and reign
chitecture and literature. Painting
maintained a high standard through is a grace that makes all the others the present European situation. His Engstrom, Crosby De Wolfe, and over all tlu- earth.' "
out the entire period of the Renais of value. Jesus, even unto the cross, first of the series was given Friday Jim Osmun went to the U. B. church
exemplified complete self-control. | morning at the chapel hour on the in Van Buren Wednesday evening,
(Continued from page 1, col. 5)
sance.
Along with self-control, one must ex subject, "Present-Day Germany."
after three of them had taken part
Has Early Paintings
Program;
ercise patience, including attitudes
In beginning his talk, Dr. Cliar in the service Sunday. Messrs. Ken Tarantella (Annees de Pelerinage)
The painting school of the Ren
toward others. Christians need to bonnier read Matt. 16:15-18, where neth Stokes, Garfield Steedman and
Liszt
aissance came face to face with the
have patience with each other and Jesus speaks about building His Robert Lautenslager went to Pleas
Prof. Bothwell
tact that they had no paintings to
to develop correct attitudes toward Church, and "The gates of Hell ant Grove and to Hartford City.
The Raven
Edgar Allen Poe
be inspired with or to go to as mod
every phase of life. Also brotherly shall not prevail against it." Tru Miss Mildred Huber and Mr. Stanly
Prof. Dennis
els. There were a few temples and
kindness, which will result in pa ly this may be said of the German Way recently attended the Grant
Caro mio ben
Giordani
hidden monuments but the frescoes
tience, must permeate one's whole Lutheran Church today. It is being Street M. E. Church in Hartford
Mondnacht
Schumann
had been obliterated.
The paint
heing.
fulfilled now in the turmoil that City and assisted Mr. Herbert Le E Luce van le Stelle (Tosca)
ers had to begin from the start with
Above all, and the greatest of all German Christians are at present Page, pastor of the church, in a
Puccini
scarcely any ideas after which they
graces is love, giving a texture of experienbing. We may thank God Young People js Rally.
Messrs.
Prof. Kreiner
could pattern their work. During
quality to all of them. V ith the fol for giving the church light and life Roger Lachmiller, Ellsworth White,
The Guide
Mark Twain
the early period all of the painters
lowing comprehensive statement, Dr. against which Satan can not prevail. and Walter Randall accompanied
Prof. Dennis
read the scriptures and studied the
Oborn
concluded
his
challenge,
In his dictatorship, Dr. Cliarbon Dr. and Mrs. Cottiugham on Novem Where'er You Walk (Semele)
various characters found there which
"Peter has outlined, here, not the nier stated, "Hitler has muzzled the ber 11 to Rev. Hazen Spark's
Handel
furnished their inspiration for paint
task of a day but the task of a life press, has taken all the ruling pow church, at Carmel, Indiana.
On She Rested by the Broken Brook
ing. The Renaissance began in Italy
time."
er into his own hands'." The speaker November 18, Dr. and Mrs. Cottiug
Coleridge-Taylor
about 1400, then it went to France
continued, stating that Hitler's next ham were at Ekin, Indiana, where Oh, Cease thy Singing Maiden Fair
through the Medici family who were
attack was directed upon the Church, Dr. Cottiugham preached at Charles
Rachmaninoff
patrons of art. They employed art
On Wednesday
I to reduce it to silence and servitude. Taylor's church.
Prof. Kreiner
ists for their literary training and
Many times, however, the Church evening Dr. Cottiugham spoke at (Violin Obligato,
pleasure. Later this great movement
The Junior class recently rallied has come in at the eleventh hour to Matthews on the occasion of a group
Prof. Fenstermacher)
passed into the Netherlands and in
to Spain where there are to be found their social forces in the first class save the situation. Ministers were conference of Methodist preachers Variations dc Concert .... Ron net
Prof. Bothwell
some very notable painters.
The class party of the year, which was suspended from the Churches, thou of the Muncie district.
A well sands of them were sent to concen
movement finally passed over the held in Recreation aHll.
planned program for the. evening tration camps. Churches were closed
English Channel into England.
was arranged by Esta Herrmann, to worship, people persecuted, were
Displays Montagne's "Dream of
Lois Coby, and Virginia Beckrink. forced- if possible, to vote for a new
Jerome"
Dean and Mrs. Holiman greeted the Church, with a mixture of paganism,
One of the earliest of all masters group and gave words of encourage
Catholism, and Christianity. After
was Montague who painted for about ment.
At the conclusion of the months of this, for the first time in
Dr. .and Mrs. Stuart, Elizabeth, (revival campaign, after which IK
fifty years, beginning probaby in games, which were unusually enter
his dictatorship, Hitler has found Charles, and Paul, and John Long- will go to Laurens, New York, to
1431. He belonged to the Padua taining, refreshments were served.
that he cannot trifle with the Church necker attended the Indiana-Iowa ' conduct a series of meetings in
school of painters. Dr. Cliarbonnier The evening was enjoyable to the
George Manley's home church durof Christ. Here we must pay trib football game at Bloomington.
displayed Montagne's painting en extent that it was decided that this
i ing the Christmas vacation.
ute to the Lutheran Church, which
Dr. and Mrs. Stuart, and Dr. and
titled "Dream of St. Jerome." This party should merely begin the social
has shown to a wishy-washy world
M rs. Avres left Thursday afternoon
Mr. Herbert Le Page aceompanwas this painter's conception of St. functions of the year.
that faith is essential to glorious and
to spend the week-end in Greenville, ied Dr. Stuart recently when he atJerome when he dreamed that he
victorious living.
Ohio. Dr. Stuart went on business j tended a preachers' conference held
had received permission to translate as a forfeit for one's life. Some of
In speaking of the part Germany in the interest of the school, and Dr. in the Broadway Methodist Church,
the Bible into Latin. The skull in the members of the family saw the
the picture signifies the weakness of dragoons coming from the tower of played in the War, Dr. Cliarbonnier and Mrs. Ayres went to visit Dr. Indianapolis. The meeting celebrated the sesqui-centennial anniver
humanity. Montagne is known for the Chateau. Now the bread was thought it debatable as to whether Avres' sister.
sary of the Methodist Church.
the brilliant colors in his paintings. being baked and it was the custom the Germans were aggressors in the
On Sunday, the lltli, Muriel
Leonardo De Vinci's painting of for every family of any means at World War. Every nation has some
Sutch entertained relatives from To
Recently a group of students en
imperialism
and
has
been
guilty
of
"Christ s Head" with the crown of all to bake a large loaf, probably
ledo. The group included her par joyed a happy week-end at the Jac
pounds in weight, for starting wars. Germany, he thought,
thorns shows such a deep feeling about fifteen
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George Sutch, obs' Cottage at Lake Webster. Those
and pathos. De Vinci worked more the poor. Theyi always made a cross was betrayed at the Treaty of Ver
and brother Leon; also her aunt and of the group, including sponsors,
sailles.
A
great
people
like
Ger
on
the
top
of
the
loaf
also.
So
they
for the expression, atmosphere nd
uncle, -Mr. and Mrs. James Craig, were Messrs. Robert and Russell
mysterious sentiment. He had a vain placed the Bible inside of this large many cannot be held to penal servi
and cousins Jimmy and Martha Ann Jacobs, Nelson Bastian, Lawrence
tude
forever.
As
to
the
war
debt,
loaf
and
put
it
in
the
oven
to
bake.
mysticism in his life. Raphael be
Craig.
Carmen, Robert Weaver, and Ralph
longed to the Florentine school of Consequently the invaders did not Germany cannot pay because she has
Findley; Misses Dorothy Weaver,
been
forecd
to
pay
beyond
her
ca
find
the
Bible.
Dr.
Cliarbonnier
al
painters.
"The Madonna of the
Mrs. Raymond Shirey and the Virginia Beckrink, Dorothy Parter,
Chair" and "The Sleeping Angel" so had on exhibition a diary of one of pacity. International capitalism has "twins' Wayne and Warren, were1
Marjorie White, Virginia Royster,
are two of his beautiful paintings. his ancestors written in his own made_jGermany what she is today; week-end guests of Miss Dare, com
and Olive Severn; and Prof, and
He is celebrated for his colors; they hand extending over the years 1480 bankers loan two billions and real ing on Saturday the 17th and re
Mrs. Harlowe Evans, also Mrs. Duff
are softer and almost pastel and not to 1535. He also displayed a moral ize eight billions in interest.
maining until the following Tuesday. of Hartford City. The group atBy nature, the speaker continued,
able because they blend so well. An ity play of the middle ages and a
We are always glad to have the tenaed" church" ^Sunday morning at
interesting painting of Titian is "St. papal bull issued by Pope Urban the German loves God, believes in "twins" come to visit us, and add a
Dr. Jacobs' church in Goshen.
His Church, is true to His vows. touch of cheer to campus life.
John the Evangelist." His paintings VIII.
Those who attended History Club!When Hitler began his campaign
are well-known because of the glow
! Last Friday evening a group of
Dr. Monroe Vavhinger, former i rpaylor folk, including Miss Gibson,
ing colors and the animation of the Wednesday evening and had the against the Church, many thought it
privilege of hearing this lecture and was the beginning of the end, but president of Taylor University, was Emma Alspaugh; Grace Benedict,
characters.
Dr. Cliarbonnier has in his pos seeing the paintings and numerous thank God, it was not. A new Ger again on the campus for a brief per-j Lauren York, Robert Jacobs, Peter
session a very notable Bible. It is articles of historical interest consid many will arise out of this trouble. iod of rest between evangelistic Pascoe> John Betzold, Robert Lauta ensclilager, and Paul Stephenson,
the old French Bible of the Cliarbon er it a rare occasion. We feel that Citizens of today were the boys and campaigns. He has just finished
nier family which was saved from Taylor University is highly honored girls of the war-time. The youth of revival meeting at Evansville, Ind., attended a concert at Marion where
the robber bands of Louis XV. to have such a wonderful Christian today understand these conditions and will soon leave for South Da
they heard the famous harpist, Miss
These bands were trying to extir gentleman and scholar such as Dr. and arc rising up to meet the situa kota where he will assist Park An
Mildred Dilling.
derson,
class
of
34,
in
a
three-weeks'
tion.
pate heresy and the Bible was used Cliarbonnier on her faculty.
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Five
Central Greyhounds Hardwood
Point Efforts
At Ball State
Victor Over Trojans
INDIANA CENTRAL PLACE FAST ~
_
.
AGGREGATION ON FLOOR TO bOOO OutloOK For
STOP VICTORY MARCH OF T. U.
_»
I
r» II
QUINTET. MILLER AND STUCJaSS DaSKet Dal I
ART LEAVE GAME ON FOULS.
DEGERNET AND QUAKENBUSH SENIORS TO BATTLE FOR PERSTAR.
FECT RECORD
The Taylor quintet lost to Indi
ana Central Greyhounds Thursday
evening by the decisive score of 43
to 20 in the University Heights
Gymnasium. Starting out fast after
the Trojans had scored first,
the
Greyhounds obtained a small lead
and were able to maintain a margin
al score throughout the game, until
the final
whistle found their score
to the advantage of 43 to 20.

The Taylor Trojans will meet the
Ball State Cardinals Saturday night,
at the Cardinal Gymnasium, in the
opening game for the Ball State
Quintet.
With the experience of
three seasonal games behind them.
Cornwell's men will be out Satur
day evening to avenge their Thurs
day evening defeat. The purple and
gold five
will be facing some stiff
competition with the Cardinal ball
club and will need full support for
the game.
On Tuesday evening, the Trojans
will meet Wabash College for th.i
first athletic competition between the
two schools. From the seasonal rec
ord of Wabash, the local group will
face stiff competition.

W hen thoughts turn to holiday ac
tivities, it is also time to think of
interclass basketball. The Varsity
has gotten well under way with two
wins, and the time has come for
those who were unable to "make the
team," or could not spend the alloted time necessary to become an
accomplished player, to suit and
demonstrate their prowess and skill.;
This also furnishes opportunity for
The local netters had no little dif those who do not have other means
Each year there is in the student
ficulty in stopping the giant negro of exercise to obtain good, whole
body a group of young men- who,
and his scoring cohorts, Byers and some recreation.
along with their regular college cur
Quakenbush. Paul Stuart made a
The Seniors, winners of the tour riculum, serve as pastors in nearby
noble attempt at stopping the col
churches.
These student pastors
oured netter, but could not compen ney the past three years with such
find this work of practical value and
sate for the giant-like stature of the slogans as "Wait until Saturday
experience to those who plan to en
Greyhound star.
"Chuck" played night" and "Make victory a habit,"
ter the ministry.
are
going
to
experience
a
great
loss;
his usual consistent game at the run
Mr. Herbert Le Page, a graduate
ning guard berth by his return of in the person of Ralph Long. "Zeke'
student, is pastor of Grant Street
underwent
an
operation
just
before
the ball into Taylor's scoring terri
tory and making an occasional score. school opened that renders him un Methodist Church in Hartford City.
He preaches Sunday mornings and
Charley increased the purple and able to enter for competitive sports
evenings and holds a prayer service
gold score with several difficult un- this year. Krusehwitz, Abbey, Den
each Thursday evening. Mr. Blaine
der-the-basket shots that brought nis, Titus, and Fowler were showingBishop is serving as pastor of a
applause from all. .Miller was han no little ability in handling the
Christian
Congregational
Church
sphere;
while
Herrmann
and
Bastian
dicapped with his usual scoring by
Preaching services
the for near Kokomo.
the extreme height of the defense will most likely be filling
are held each second and fourth
players and the need of his defen ward positions, and Strong and Per
Sunday. The Reverend C. A. Byrt,
sons
will
be
doing
their
utmost
to
sive attack.
The probable over
pastor of the Gas City Methodist
hold
down
the
guard
positions.
anxious attempts of the Taylor de
Church, is taking work in the col
fense to stop the onslaught of the
The Juniors lost an endurance lege. Mr. Byrt has been a member
Greyhound attack caused Taylor to man in Loren Kidder. Besides they:
of the North Indiana Conference for
play the latter part of the game un are sadly limited in material. "Ken
twenty-five years.
der a handicap, being without the ny" Stokes, that all-around handy
A good number of our students
help of two veterans, Miller and man, will probably be in their help
hold local preachers' licenses in var
Stuart. Duckwall played a fighting
ing to doctor up the dire circum ious conferences. Among those who
game at the guard position and held stances. He will be assisted by;
hold such licenses in the North In
his man to a few points. Caplinger Goldenbogen, Yingling, Chappell,
diana Conference are: Olive Bishop,
and Haley worked well into the Ayres, and Cookingham. They did
Lucille Norman, Blaine Bishop, Bob
Taylor team and gave a good ac a fine piece of work last year and
Dennis, Ivan Hodges, Milton Per
count of themselves at the forward they promise a few surprises this
sons, Norman Smith, Leonard Washberth.
year.
muth, and Arthur Givens.
Cornwell and his men look for
Then there are those formidable
ward to the evening of February 8, Sophomores, who would not admit
TROJAN BASKEKBALL
when they shall meet the Central
they were beaten last year until
SCHEDULE
team on the local floor
and shall the gun settled the scoring in favor
have an opportunity to avenge last of this year's Senior group. The
Nov. 16 Taylor at Anderson
evenings defeat.
team will probably be composed of
38
30
Summary:
such men as Jerome, Steele, Linn,
Nov. 23 Huntington at Taylor
14
44
TAYLOR
fg. ft. pf. tp. Yunker. Steedman, I.autenschlager,
Nov. 29 Taylor at Ind. Central,
Caplinger, f
0 1 0 1 and P. Haines.
20
43
Miller, f
2 2 4 (i
Barring upsets that oftep occur
Indianapolis
P. Stuart, c
0 3 3 3
in sports predictions, it looks as
Dee. 1 Taylor at Ball State,
C. Stuart, g
3 1 4 7
though the teams that will be in the
Muncie
Duckwall, g
1 o 1 2
finals are the Seniors and the Fresh
Dec. 4 Taylor at Wabash,
Weaver, g
o 1 1 1
men,—witli the scales showing the
Crawfordsville
Haley, f
0 0 0 0
Seniors sadly lacking in up-to-date
Dec. 8 Concordia at Taylor
Stephenson, f
0 0 0 0
strategy, experience, and quality,—
Dec. 19 Kokomo at Taylor
Totals fl
8 13 20
when such men as Powell, LongneckJan. 11 Anderson at Taylor
er,
Patton,
Randall,
Engstrom,
SieINI). CENTRAL
fg. ft. pf. tp.
Jan. 18 Taylor at Manchester
Quakenbush, f
4 2 0 10 banthah Dillon, Alton, Carmen, and Jan. 25 Taylor at Huntington
Byers, f
3 l
\ 7 Negangard, are paraded before us.
Feb. 1 T ay lor at Kokomo
It behooves each class to back
DeJernett, c
3 4 210
Feb. 8 Ind. Central at Taylor
Sehaefer, g
0 0 1 0 their team with peppy cheering. It
Feb. 13 Manchester at Taylor
Shurgeon, g
2 0 0 4 will help to change these predictions
Feb. 16 Tavlor at Concordia
Dorton, c
2 0 0 4 as the Echo reports of other years
N. Eaton, f
0 2 0 21 will tend to verify.
Filbey, f
1 1
R. Eaton, g
0 0
Linville, g
1 1
Totals
16 11
Official—John George.

2 3
0 0
2 .3
8 43
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T. U. BARBER SHOP
Swallow-Robin Basement
| Satisfactory Work Guaranteed
LEONARD J. WASHMUTH
Registered Barber
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Taylor's Ministers

Students

TRY OUR SPECIAL CAKES
AND PASTRIES FOR YOUR
PARTIES

UPLAND REGAL STORE
!j
Groceries, Meats, and Produce f
Trade with Your Home Merchant

HUNTER-MILLER
I DRY CLEANING & PRESSING!
38 Hour Service
[
Depression Rates

1

!

A. D. Freese & Son
Printers for The University

Consult us in all your printing and
i publishing problems. Student publi
\ cations, booklets folders, and pro
grams given careful attention.

j Upland Baking Co. j

East Washington St.

Upland, Ind.

TRACK

Anderson Falls In
Game Early Season Game

Taylor Trojans Win
Early Season

MILLER SCORES 21 POINTS: GOOD
TEAM WORK SHOWN
After winning their opening con
test of the year with Anderson Col
lege on November 16, by the margin
al score of 38 to 30, the Taylor Tro
jans went on Saturday night to
chalk up their second victory for the
season over the Huntington Fores
ters, with the decisive score of 43 to
14.
From the first
few minutes of
play, the superiority of the Taylor
aggregation was evident. The de
termination and team work of the
Purple and Gold was evidenced in
the early part of the game by the
culmination of thirteen points be
fore the Foresters could rally. This
early lead was never threatened
throughout the game, although the
visitors added to their score with an
occasional field goal.
Phil Miller played an outstanding
brand of ball, claiming the honor of
high-point ace with a total of twen
ty-one points. His accuracy on close
shots and ever effective close-up shots
could not be daunted by the Hunt
ington guard.
Captain "Chuck"
Stuart kept up the morale of the
Taylor offense with his ability to ob
tain possession of the ball in de
fensive territory and effectively re
turn it into the scoring zone. Barry
Hunter played a high caliber brand
of ball before he was removed from
the game with his injured shoulder.
Taylor's reserve team was a pre
liminary game with the Huntington
reserve, be the score of 20 and 16.
Haley and Stephenson played quite
outstanding games, while Hamann,
Hinshaw, and Johnson each collect
ed several points against the visit
ing aggregation.
Taylor will meet the Huntington
Foresters again 011 January 25.
Summarv:
TAYLOR
Miller, f
P. Stuart, c
C. Stuart, g
Duckwall, g
Weaver, g
Caplinger, g
Hunter, c
Haines, g
Haley, f
Johnson, f
Totals
Official—Fisher.

fg.
10
1
3
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
17

pt.
1
3
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
9

LITTLE ORGANIZED
FLAYING
SHOWN BY EITHER TEAM
The Taylor Trojans opened their
first game of the season with the
Anderson College cagers 011 Novem
ber 17, winning from Anderson by
the score of 38 to 30.
In the first half of the game the
home bovs were unable to organize
well enough to meet the attack of
the scrappy Tigers. Thus, Ander
son piled up five points before the
Trojans could score, and had a 15
to 13 lead at the half.
From the start of the second half,
however, Taylor came back with a
powerful attack which soon placed
them in a lead which was never lost.
The Tigers, in a desperate attempt
to rally, brought the score within
four points of the locals; but the
spark of real team work did not keep
up long enough to cause worry. The
Taylor zone defense, when working,
seemed to be an impenetrable wall;
while, in the second half the Ander
son man to man defense blew up
many times, allowing the Trojan for
wards to get loose for several easv
shots.
Phil Miller, with 13 points, and
Chuck Stuart, with 10 points, led the
scoring for Taylor, while Duckwall
did some mighty clever floor
work.
The Tigers were led by W. Byrd,
with 11 points.

pf. tp.
1 21
2 5
2 9
3 2
1 0
1 1
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
11 44

Individual Scores
P. Stuart
Miller
C. Stuart
Duckwall
Weaver
Caplinger
Hunter
Haines

2
13

10
2
2
5
2
2

WOOLARD'S SANITARY
BARBER SHOP

!
i

Nice Line of Toilet Articles
And Barber Supplies

(

First

Door

North

of

Freshman.—"I wonder how much
money there is in the world?"
Sophomore.—"Try to borrow a
quarter and find out."

Taylor University
UPLAND, INDIANA
Pounded in 1846 as P'ort Wayne Methodist College
Students come from thirty states
Alumni rank high in many fields

of endeavor

Teaches the Bible as the inspired Word of God
Professors take a personal interest in the students

No smoking, 110 card playing, 110 dancing
THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE

Wholesome, quiet surroundings

The T. U. Grocery
and Lunch Room

Send to Taylor University a list of student names that
you would like to interest in the kind of education
offered at Taylor.

"Food with a College
Education"
GUY MILLER, Prop.

j

Myers' Grocery |

A well equipped gymnasium, under supervision of a cap
able director

L. E. HIATT, Prop.
Phone 61

I

1935

351 WISCONSIN

jj

j
j

TENNIS

ROBERT LEE STUART, President

